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Barbary
L.o,a. 32ft 6in 19.91m), beam 10ft 4in 13.15m),
draft 4ft 9in 11.45m), displacement 7 tons
(7112kg). working sail area 461 sq ft 142.87 sq
mI. Cruising rpm 2000, speed 6.09 knots, noise
levels: 'wheelhouse, 730bIA), main cabin
720bIA). Maximum rpm 2750, speed 6.92 knots,
noise levels: wheelhouse, 770b(A), main cabin
800b(A). Engine, Mercedes-Benz OM 636 42hp
diesel. Fuel capacity 80 gal 1364It), water capa-
city 75 gal 1340 It).
Price: £25,333 ex VAT.
Builders: Fredk C. Mitchell and Sons Ltd, Turks

Lane, Sandbanks Road, Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset. Tel: Parkstone 747857

The Barbary has all the hailmarks of her
designer, Walter Rayner. A bold sheer and
high bow to keep decks dry and to cope
with head seas, centre cockpit protected by
a small shelter and a long straight keel with.
a big rudder hung on the end, to make her
a good, easy to sail seaboat.

The accommodation layout is in the,
British traditional three cabin style. The
fore cabin has vee berths; the main saloon
a double dinette berth, the galley and toilet
compartment; the after cabin, two single
berths. .

Interior joinery is in maple-finished ply
with teak trim. The tops of cabin doors are
semicircular in traditional style and have a
traditional fit. Not the large gaps seen on
many modern craft. .

Jonathan, the boat we had on test, was
four years old, and although she had been
cruised extensively by her owners, the
mouldings and joinery was still in very
good condition.

The engine compartment is below the
cockpit floor and has plenty of space at the
sides and after end for maintenance. The
front end however is rather restricted.

On deck there is plenty of space for
lounging or.working the boat with masses
of lovely Tfeadmaster to stop slipping.
Low bulwarks help safety and the solid
guardrails, pulpit and pushpit are the right
height.

The tabernacle stepped masts are sup-
ported by a mass of rigging which in some
places overlaps and chafes. There is room
for some rethinking in the area where the
mainmast backstays cross the mizzen
lowers.

The Barbary was a very workmanlike
craft, obviously benefitting from her four
years of cruising, although surprisingly
little had been altered from the original. /

and very full, specification.

Alex McMullen motor
sails the l3arbary .

The Barbary motor sailer - or power
ketch as Walter R'ayner, her designer,
prefers to call her -- has been around for
six years. The particular boat I was on
board was four yeers old whereas all the
others in'the Muster were new. It was a'
plea~'!.r.e,~o.~e reporting on a boat truly
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fitted out and equipped for cruising.
Hull shape looks just right, very nicely

balanced with a long keel which makes
for comfortable sailing and comfortable
drying, an important consideration for the
serious cruising person. The wheelhouse
is not so elegant (now many motor sailer
wheelhouses are?). It looks a little
vulnerable with large areas of glass and a
fairly hefty top supported on alloy frames
and one wooden support on each side,
but several Barbarys have undertaken
extensive ocean cruising and there have
been no reports of serious trouble. It's
coverage of the cockpit seems just right,\
giving enough shelter but enabling the
helmsman to poke his head out for a
clear look forward. Not that visibility
through the windscreen is restricted,
within the usual limitations of looking
through glass.

The three windscreen wipers are
adequate but,pould profitably be the next
size larger. Perspex panels in the
wheelhouse top enable the helmsman to"
keep an eye on the set of the mainsail.
The self draining cockpit is reassuringly
high-sided while easy enough to get in
and cut of. .

The Barbary tends more to sail than
to power, with a really impressive sailing,
performance. Her 42 hp Mercedes gives
her a useful cruising speed of 6 to 6!
knots under power alone and in certain
circumstances can play its part in some
genuine motor sailing.

The limitingfactor to our windward -
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performance under sail was a very fully
cut genoa, which started lifting long
before the main and mizzen. However,
we sailed comfortably to within 55° of the
wind on either tack. I.think' it was' .
because of the sensitivity of the genoa
that the trick of using the engine just to
make the boat sail closer to the wind did
not work. With a jib instead of a
genoa one could probably do this but if
you really wanted to motor sail to
windward, we found the thing to do was
to drop the genoa altogether, hauling in
the main and mizzen sheets as hard as
possible. With the engine at cruising revs
of 2000rpm we sped along two knots
faster on a course 10° closer to the wind
than before, the sails providing valuable
steadying as well as propulsive effort.

In the Force 3 - 4 winds we
encountered we kept full sail up while
reaching, achieving about 6 knots under.
sail, rising to 7 knots when motor sailing.
Running, we boomed the genoa out (on
the same side as the main as the wind
wasn't dead aft). We kept the mizzen up
although it wasn't of much use on this
course. Again the engine, at about three
quarters cruising revs, was of some use
in increasing speed although in stronger
wind it would be of little or no benefit.
and in very light winds one would of
course stop sailing.

The mainsail can be roller reefed but
the easiest and probably the most
effective way to reduce sail in a .strong
wind is just to take the mainsail down.
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Not all that much speed will be lost and a
lot of stability will be gained - one of
the great benefits of ketch rig in cruising
boats.

Although I didn't get the chance to
sail the boat through a real blow she
gave every appearance of being a stiff
and dry boat. I did witness her light
weather. perfonnance as the wind died
almost right away when we were running
back up the Solent after our trials. Before'
we succumbed to the temptation of
dropping the sails and motoring home,
she continued to slip t,hrough tM water
very easily under sail alone.

Sail handling caused no problems, all
cleats and winches being well positioned
and with generous quantities of the
marvellous Treadmaster non-slip
surfacing on sidedecks, cabin top and in
the cockpit: Sail stowage on a
substantial shelf over the foot end of the
forward cabin berths seemed a sensible
compromise with the need to provide
plentiful sleeping accommodation.

I liked the accommodation layout and
the general standard of finish. The after
cabin was not at all poky, as they often
are on boats this size, and there were
some nice, seamanlike touches including
pvc leeboards to bunks and a cooker
which could be raised on to gimbals or
lowered to sit rigid and which had some
practical fiddles either side of the
burners.

All in all the Barbary impressed me as
a really good cruising boat.


